The following work looked into sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis is used to gather some data of analysed problem and further to reduce the time required to run a simulation. The work explains importance of the tool in field of mechanics engineering. The work briefly outlines applications of the tool in industries. Also, I-beam analysis was done to better understand influence of sensitivity analysis. The results illustrated that by reducing nodes in the geometry of the I-beam the output values stay the same, but too much reduction will lead to incorrect results. The comparison of the two methods also took a place in this work, to see the correlations and discrepancy of the problem.
Introduction
Present day time values more than anything and can be a key point to the success. With a start of industrialization, where machineries were introduced to quicken production time, human resources were cut out, but few left to control and improve them. It is well known that companies spent a lot of money to reduce production time. Reduction not always mean a quality. Therefore, there should be a golden mean. Sensitivity analysis is used to balance time and quality. Hence it utilized in many industries. However, this article is focused on mechanics, thus sensitivity analysis will be used to reduce the time required to analysis 3D representations of real-world objects. In other words, sensitivity analysis in the context of engineering system design. Many software are able to calculate (simulate) enormous amount of data. It can be a complex analysis of fracture mechanics, simulations fluids flow, or composite analysis [1] . Software as Solidworks, Ansys or Abaqus are well used in industry as they are standards in those fields. In spite of this the amount of time required to calculate complex analysis is huge. Here can be introduces sensitivity analysis to deal with excessive time usage, where time and quality goes together.
Sensitive analysis
With the development of innovative technologies and methods of numerical analysis, mechanical engineering and other fields of science have vital demand of usage of complex models to investigate and navigate researchers' analyses . Many researchers utilize different models to predict behavior of such a system by using different methods [2] . A common use of input-output relationship can be represented as shown in the formula 1 below. Where X stands for the input values and Y for the output values, which signifies product/system performance.
Relationship function between X and Y is indicated as f [3] .
A representation of mathematical model, such as finite element or any related ones in a modern world can be extremely complex, therefore its relationships between input values and output values can be hard to comprehend.
Decent knowledge in modeling process will lead to a better result [4] . Knowledge should consist of, first, evaluation of number of the uncertainty in results, and second, how much each input values contributed to the output values of uncertainty.
Sensitivity analysis can be used to address the second of these problems, acting the role of ordering by importance the strength and relevance of the inputs in defining the distinction in the output [5] .
To gather data for the sensitivity analysis requires model to be run various time. However, it's not always handy: firstly, a single model requires significant amount of time to be simulated and it can take hours depending on the complexity of the running model, second one is, that model could have numerous uncertainties as inputs. It is well known that with a growth of uncertain inputs sensitivity analysis time consumption will increase exponentially. Sensitivity analysis has several approaches when dealing with the analysis of the models : 
Methodology

Manual calculation
Using data from table 1 the following results deflection and bending strain were calculated (table 2) . To calculate these values formulas of bending strain and deflection were used (formula 1, 2 respectively). All values were calculated manually. To work out deflection and bending strain values force (F) was applied.
Different values of forces were added: 9810, 5000 and 1000 N.
(2)
(3) 
Numerical analysis
To understand the necessity of sensitivity analysis finite element model was built. Finite element consisted of a simple I-beam. A powerful tool Abaqus was used to investigate the problem. The following boundary conditions were added: model was constrained from both edges and force value were added at the mid of the construction. The same values were kept from the table 1 to represent the 3d model as in real environment.
Results
After simulation was run the necessary results were gathered with some number of nodes. Then the number of nodes were reduced by iteration to look at results, of both methods, to distinguish correlation/discrepancy. Its obvious that at some point of the reduction of nodes the final results of numerical analysis would be incorrect. Sensitivity analysis plot was plot (figure 1). The figure 1 illustrates that at approximately 150 and further increase of nodes are unnecessary. However, before the value 150 results are unstable. 
Conclusion
For the conclusion, the following work was done to illustrate the importance of the tool called sensitivity analysis. This work analyzed I-beam problem with some load to be hanged (applied) from the middle of it. Both manual calculation and numerical analysis was done to work out deflection and bending strain of the I-beam. The correlation of those two methods were almost exact with the use of calculated numbers of nodes. Sensitivity analysis showed that with its usage time required for the simulation for further calculation can be reduced.
